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ABSTRACT 

Due to the inherent chaotic nature of wind power, wind 

generators often Couse  frequency and voltage 

fluctuations in the power grid which affect the quality of 

transferred power, especially when the number of wind 

turbines increase in the network. Energy storage systems 

(ESS) are very effective in order to reduce the effect of 

power fluctuation. Flywheel energy storage system (FESS) 

is suitable for power quality improvement applications 

because of its outstanding characteristics, such as high 

ramp power rates and high cycling capability. In FESS, a 

flywheel stores mechanical energy that interchanges in 

form of electrical energy by means of an electrical 

machine with a bidirectional power converter. Using 

switched reluctance machine as the energy convertor unit 

in FESS is suitable due to, robust rotor structure, high 

torque and power, lack of demagnetizing and low 

manufacturing costs. In this paper the design procedure of 

a low speed FESS (LS-FESS) appropriate for power 

quality improvement application is described. Later in 

order to verify the proposed LS-FESS, it will be simulated 

and evaluated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chaotic nature of the wind can cause fast output 
fluctuations (in the time range up to a minute) in the wind 
generators power, and subsequently network frequency 
and voltage variations, especially in isolated power 
systems. Energy storage systems (ESS) are suitable for 
power fluctuations suppression application. For wind 
power smoothing application proper ESS needs high ramp 
power rates and high cycling capability. Among the ESS, 
Flywheel energy storage system (FESS) due to 
outstanding and proper features (for wind power quality), 
such as high efficiency, long cycling life, wide operating 
temperature range (which makes it proper for harsh 
climate), freedom from depth-of-discharge (DOD) effects, 
high power and energy density, are suitable for power 
smoothing application [1],[2]. 
Generally, FESSs are divided into two categories: low 
speed and high speed systems. First group speed riches 
several thousand rpm (in this category flywheel is mostly 
metallic and using mechanical bearing is common) while 
the second group has tens of thousands rpm (To increase 
efficiency, composite materials, and to reduce friction and 
mechanical losses, magnetic bearing are commonly used 
in the flywheels of this category). The energy stored by the 
flywheel is dependent on the square of the rotating speed 
and its inertia (inertia itself depends on the flywheel mass 
and geometry). Therefore it seems the most appropriate 

way to increase the stored energy, is increasing the 
flywheel speed. However increasing the speed, also, 
significantly enhances system design process complexity 
and cost of raw materials (and/or manufacturing cost). So 
in designing procedure it is very important to consider the 
flywheel system application. The aim of this paper is 
designing an inexpensive storage system to improve wind 
power quality (power fluctuation suppression). High speed 
systems are mostly used for applications which need more 
energy storage and the system weight should be considered 
(such as aerospace industry and electric cars), so low speed 
flywheel system is more adequate in power quality 
improvement. Moreover, low speed FESS reduce the 
expenses and simplifies maintenance [3], [4]. 
Common FESS is typically consist of four general parts. 
According to the application, each of these four section are 
designed. The first part is rotating mass (flywheel). 
Selecting the proper geometry and material will affect the 
overall system performance [3], [5]. The second part is the 
flywheel bearing, which is generally mechanical in low 
speed system while the high speed FESS usually benefits 
from magnetic bearings [6]. Electronic converter, which 
transmit and receive electric power (considering the 
systems two-cycle operation: generator mode or motor 
mode), is the third part. Eventually, the fourth part is an 
electric machine and it convert energy from mechanical 
form to electrical form and vice versa. There are three 
types of electric machines that is suitable for FESS: 
permanent Magnet machine (PM), induction machine (IM) 
and switched reluctance machine (SRM). SRMs 
manufacturing cost due to simple rotor structure, is low 
and it is appropriate in terms of mechanical and tensile 
considerations. In addition, it has high power density and 
there is no risk of demagnetization. 
Second chapter of this paper deals with designing of the 
SRM equipped FESS for wind power quality 
improvement. Using the geometry and energy calculation, 
electric SR machine and rotating flywheel dimensions will 
be obtained in this section; afterward, the derived 
dimensions will be implemented in Maxwell software and 
SRMs magnetic characteristics will be obtained. At the 
end of this chapter, the proper power electronic converter 
for SRM will be briefly introduced. In third chapter, the 
magnetic characteristics along with flywheel mechanical 
characteristics represent the FESS in MATLAB Simulink; 
afterward the designed FESS performance in power 
quality improvement will be evaluated. Finally, this paper 
will be concluded in the fourth chapter. 

DESIGN PROCESS FOR FLYWHEEL 

ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 

A diagram for design procedure of the SRM equipped 

FESS will be presented in this section; then the various 
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parts of design process will be described. 

Design process diagram for flywheel system 

The aim of this paper is designing a Low speed flywheel 

storage system for power quality applications (wind power 

fluctuation suppuration). Consequently, in order to start 

the calculations the amount of required energy for storage 

must be proposed. Therefore, a prototype system with 2 

kW power and storage period of 60 seconds (120 KJ) is 

selected. Fig. 1 provides a diagram for proposed system 

design procedure. 

Flywheel energy calculations 

Due to the direct and indirect relation between flywheel 

material and stored energy, the first and key step in FESS 

design process is proper choosing of flywheel material. 

Following equation gives the kinetic energy stored in a 

rotating mass 

(1) 21

2
k
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Where I is moment of inertia (which itself depends on the 

flywheel mass and geometry) and   is speed of the 

flywheel (rotating mass). 

For the mentioned application a simple metallic disk as 

flywheel would be suitable in low speed system. So, taking 

the inertia equation of the rotating disk into account, the 

energy equation is represented as 
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Where h and r are the flywheel dimensions (Fig. 2) and m 

and ρ are mass and density of flywheel material 

respectively. 

Choosing metallic flywheel with 8000 density and 

maximum speed of 3000 rpm for proposed storage 

capacity of 120 KJ, the flywheel dimensions, h and r, 

would be 10 and 22.54 cm respectively. The inertia of the 

metal disc also would become 3.25(𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑔. 𝑚2). 

SRM geometry design 

Rotor pole arc (𝛽𝑠) and stator pole arc (𝛽𝑟) are two 

parameters which greatly influence the SRM inductance 

curves. The design of the pole arcs must satisfy three basic 

requirements: self-starting, higher torque output, and 

lower torque ripple [7].  

 Self-starting: To start the machine (rotating) 

without using the starter, stator pole arc (𝛽𝑠) must 

be greater than the stroke (rotor rotation for each 

pulse, ε). 

 High torque output: to achieve higher torque, 

the aligned to unaligned inductance ratio must be 

as high as possible. For this purpose, the stator 

pole must be smaller than the interpolar arc of the 

rotor. 

 Lower torque ripple: this require the positive 

slope of the inductance curve overlap the negative 

previous phase slope; to achieve this, the rotor 

pole arc should be slightly greater than the stator 

pole arc. 

Considering above constraints, 𝛽𝑟 and 𝛽𝑠 would be chosen 

respectively 22° and 18°. 

SRM dimensions derivation 

Voltage and power equations for a switched reluctance 

machine are expressed in 3 and 4 respectively [8]. 

(3) 
s s

V KNBr L 

(4) 2

e d s s s
P k k K A BL r 

Where 𝐿𝑠 and 𝑟𝑠 are the major geometry parameters of 

SRM and are axial length and bore radius of the stator 

poles respectively. B is flux density at the aligned position 

(in weber), N is number of turns per phase, K is a factor 

depends on unaligned and aligned inductances (𝐿𝑢 and 

𝐿𝑎), ω is the angular speed of the rotor (in radian per 

second), 𝐴𝑠 is the specific electric loading (in amp-

conductors per meter), 𝑘𝑒 is the machine efficiency and 𝑘𝑑 

is the machine duty cycle. 

Using the SRM performance parameters in table 1, the 

geometry parameters have been obtained (𝐿𝑠 = 28.5 𝑚𝑚  

𝑟𝑠 = 60.25 𝑚𝑚). The geometry parameters are used for 

SRM 

geometry design8/6 SRM
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Fig. 1: Design process diagram for flywheel system 

 
Fig. 2: Flywheel dimensions (disk shape) 
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implementation in the Maxwell software. 

Magnetic characteristics of the SRM 

Due to the fully nonlinear magnetic characteristics of the 

SRM, replacement of the simplified equations and 

consequently, the implementation of the control strategies 

are not simply possible. Therefore gaining the magnetic 

characteristics of SRM is essential for simulation process. 

Using Maxwell software simulation and calculations, two 

important characteristics of the proposed SRM will be 

achieved: the flux-current-rotor angle (Fig. 3) and the 

torque-rotor angle-current (Fig. 4). 

Power electronic converter  

Power electronic converter not only makes the connection 

between electric machine and power grid, but also controls 

the power transmission. In PM machines and IMs it’s 

usually a three phase bridge converter, which operates as 

a voltage source inverter, but SRMs generally utilize the 

asymmetric bridge converters. Fig. 5 illustrates the 

asymmetric bridge converter for one phase of SRM. 

POWER FLUCTUATION SUPPRESSION 

USING THE PROPOSED FESS 

Simulation of the proposed FESS requires two types of 

properties: the characteristics of the SRM and the flywheel 

moment of inertia, which have been obtained previously, 

using the Maxwell results and the energy calculations. Fig. 

6 represents SR machine simulation in MATLAB 

Simulink. Two look up table which are formed by the 

current-flux-rotor angle and the torque-rotor angle-current 

characteristics, constitute the switched reluctance machine 

in Simulink.  The torque-rotor angle-current characteristic 

has been extracted directly from the finite element analysis 

results while the current-flux-rotor angle gained by 

interpolation based on the flux-current-rotor angle 

characteristic. 

In order to evaluate the proposed FESS application in wind 

power fluctuation suppression, voltage variations in dc 

link power electronic converter of the wind turbine is 

considered. Fig. 7 illustrate two part of the system 

controller: voltage controller and current controller. The 

aim of the voltage controller is adjusting and maintaining 

the dc link voltage. The output of the voltage controller, 

provides reference signal for the current controller. The 

current controller is a look up table which provides turn on 

angle (considering the motor mode or the generator mode) 

for each SRM phase switch based on desired current and 

the flywheel speed. Switching turn off angle would be 

chosen a fixed value for each flywheel operation mode 

(generator or motor). Fig. 8 represents the proper operation 

of the FESS in wind turbine generated power disturbances 

assuagement. It is obvious, the FESS power (green curve) 

modifies generated power fluctuations (green curve) and 

so load power (red curve) will be smoothed well. 

Table 1: SRM performance parameters 
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Fig. 3:  flux-current-rotor angle 

 
Fig. 4: torque-rotor angle-current 

 
Fig. 5: the asymmetric bridge converter for one phase of SRM 
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CONCLUSION 

There are four components to design a flywheel energy 

storage system (FESS): bearings, the rotating mass 

(flywheel), electric machine and the power electronic 

converter. A low speed SRM equipped FESS has been 

designed in this paper appropriate to the wind turbine 

power quality application. In low speed systems the 

bearings are usually mechanical and the rotating mass 

(flywheel) is typically a simple metallic disk. The flywheel 

calculation, SRM geometry design and dimensions 

derivation are three major parts of the FESS design which 

are discussed in different sections and the flywheel and the 

SRM dimensions are obtained. The power electronic 

converter, which transmits electric power from the storage 

system to the power grid and vice versa, is introduced 

considering the type of electric machine. Using derived 

dimensions, the SR machine could be designed in Maxwell 

and the simulation results are used for MATLAB 

simulation. The simulation results confirms the proposed 

FESS application in wind turbine generated power 

disturbances assuagement.  

 
Fig. 6: Simulink model for SRM 

 
Fig. 7: control section and FESS converter 

 
Fig. 8: Consumption, generated and modified power 
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